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When a structure or class of structures admits an unbounded induction, we can do arithmetic 
on the stages of that induction: if only bounded inductions are admitted, then clearly each 
inductively definable relation can be defined using a finite explicit expression. Is the converse 
true? We examine evidence that the converse is true, in positive elementary induction (where 
explicit = elementary). We present a stronger conjecture involving the language L consisting of 
all .!+ formulas with a finite number of variables, and examine a combinatorial property 
equivalent to “all L-definable relations are elementary”. 
0. Introductory 
In many recursion systems, one is given a collection of explicit objects- 
functions, functionals, relations, constants-and the idea is to compute more 
complex ‘recursive’ objects by using recursive calls. Presumably, computations 
that do not use recursive calls are nicer than those that do. One might ask when 
recursive calls are necessary. 
Suppose that p is the set of inputs whose values are computed by a program Z 
without resorting to its recursive calls (if any). Let In+’ be the set of inputs whose 
values can be computed by Z immediately once the values for the inputs I” are 
known. Let I” be the set of inputs for which Z assigns values: I” = lJ, I”. Each I” 
is explicitly definable, so if I” = I”, Z could be replaced by an equivalent program 
without recursive calls. 
On the other hand, what if I” s I” for all n? We would get 
and for each n, I” - I”-’ # 0 (where Z-i = 0). Using the elements of I” - I”-’ to 
represent the natural number II, we find that we can do arithmetic using these 
‘stages’ of Z-provided, of course, that we are given appropriate normality 
conditions that prevent serious misbehavior. A structure or class of structures that 
admits such an unbounded induction, and can thus support arithmetic, is 
proficient. Once we can do arithmetic, we might suspect that we can generate 
some sort of enumeration/parametrization theorem and via some sort of 
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diagonalization prove that not all recursive functions/relations are explicitly 
definable. 
A Conjecture on Proficiency. If a structure or class of structures is proficient, 
then it admits a nonexplicit yet recursive function or relation. 
This was the original motivation for the development of ‘partial parametriza- 
tion’ in McColm [13, 141, where the recursion system involved was a version of 
‘positive elementary induction’ as described in Moschovakis [16] (also known as 
First Order + Least Fixed Point, as in Aho and Ullman [l]). A ‘partial’ 
parametrization theorem was developed, and diagonalizations displayed. Unfor- 
tunately, the parametrization theorem for this general situation involves a 
nontrivial hierarchy of universal functions/relations parametrizing over more and 
more (but never all of) the recursive functions/relations. The corresponding 
diagonalization result was a complexity result, and variations to deal with the 
conjecture at hand produced partial results. 
In this paper, we investigate this conjecture, again in positive elementary 
induction, beginning with the partial results derived using parametrization, and a 
little model theory. This half of the paper (Sections 2, 3) can be considered to be 
a continuation of McColm [14]. 
In Section 4, we introduce (or rather name, for it has already been introduced, 
e.g., in Blass, Gurevich and Kozen [3]) the notion of antiproficiency. This applies 
to structures-and classes of structures-on which all elementary formulas of a 
fixed number of variables are equivalent to boolean combinations of a fixed finite 
set of formulas. Antiproficiency is incompatible with proficiency, and the main 
result of this paper is that: 
Theorem 4.2. A structure or class of structures is antiprojicient iff all Li, relations 
are elementary (for all k). 
For some time, a certain closeness between lJkao L&,, and positive elementary 
induction has haunted this corner of logic (e.g., Barwise [2]) and theoretical 
computer science (e.g., Immerman [S]). Theorem 4.2 inspired: 
A Proficiency Conjecture. On a structure or class of structures, the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) The structure or class is not proficient. 
(ii) The structure or class does not admit any nonelementary yet inductive 
relations. 
(iii) The structure or class is antiproficient. 
In Section 5, we use pebble games to prove that a wellfounded tree, or a class 
of wellfounded trees, satisfies this proficiency conjecture. In Section 6, we 
conclude with a commentary on L,, and 0-ary relations. 
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1. Positive elementary induction 
This section contains some of the lore of positive elementary induction that we 
will need to get started. We will be using the approach of Moschovakis [16, 171. 
A first-order structure is a tuple ‘?I = (A, RI, . . . , fi, . . . . , cl, . . . ) where A = 
1’211 is some set-the domain of Y&--and R, , . . . , fi, . . . , cl, . . . is a finite list of 
relations, functions, and (labelled) elements of A. Sometimes we will be working 
on a class V of structures of a common (first-order) language. Here, if ‘?I E %, 
then I?I=(A,Ry ,..., fy ,..., cy ,... ), where R, ,..., fr ,..., cr ,... are the 
(finitely many) relation, function, and constant symbols of the language of %. On 
%, we will often talk of relations R and functions f, when we mean some 
uniformly defined relation or function applied to all 2l E %. 
Notation. We will often use x, y, z, . . . for single elements and x, y, z, . . . for 
tuples. 
We will be studying positive elementary inductive relations. We start with 
positive elementary formulas. First of all, if the relation symbol S does not occur 
in the predicate calculus formula q, then ~1 is S-positive. Secondly, the formula 
S(r) is S-positive. Finally, if 8 and q are S-positive, then so are 8 & q, 8 v q,, 
3x 8, and Vx q9. A formula Q, that is S-positive can be shown to be monotonic in 
S, i.e., if ‘2l is any structure in the language of a positive elementary formula cp, 
then 
8 bVS, T, x [(Q7(% 9 CG s 5 T)+ V(X, T)]. 
Let’s start with simple inductions. We call a formula q(x,, . . . , xk, S) operative 
if S is k-dimensional. Letting 5 range over the (ordinal) numbers, if Q, is operative 
(and positive), let 
for all ordinals g. (Note that q<” = 0.) Using monotonicity, it can be proven that 
for all c, 5, if 5 < 5 then Vx (q C(x)+ Q, 5(x)). 
As there are more ordinals than tuples x, there is some ordinal K such that 
Q7K = q<K; we call the least such K the closure ordinal of Q, and denote it 
K = 11 cpII’ (assuming that we are working in the structure ‘?I). If K = I( 4111, (where 
2I is understood), then we denote qrn = v“. It is known that Q)- is the least fixed 
point of q, i.e. if Vx [q(x, X)++X(r)], then qmcX. 
We want to generalize this notion. A system of formulas qO(uO, S,,, . . . , S,), 
cpl(ul, So, . . . , S,), . . . , Q)“(u,, So, . . . , S,), each positive in S,, . . . , S,, is 
operative if for all i, Si and ui are of the same dimension. Thus we can construct a 
simultaneous induction so: 
q;5=CyEqF, i=O ,..., n, 
and 
q,‘(x) 3 q&r, q@, . . . , fp,,‘5), i = 0, . . . , n, 
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for all i, f, and x. Once again, c < 5 + (~5 c cp’ for all i, so for some K, cp; = Q.J,~‘” 
for all i, and we denote q,o” = q_$. (Note that q,o” (and indeed K) may vary, 
depending on ql,. . . , QI~.) 
A relation R is positive elementary inductive on % if there is an operative 
system Q)~,..., Q& of positive elementary formulas such that ?l l= R = qt. Let 
IND@) be the set of all inductive relations of ?l. 
As before, the induction on qo, . . . , ~1, gives us the least simultaneous fixed 
point of that system, i.e., if 
Vx [qi(x, xO, . * . 9 xn) Hxi(x)] 
for all i, then 47; E Xi for all i. We often call such I& least simultaneous fixed 
points, as opposed to least simple fixed points which can be ‘generated’ by a 
system of one positive elementary formula. It is known that not all inductive 
relations are simple fixed points (e.g., Feferman [5] via Moschovakis [16, Ex. 
8.131). Nevertheless, it is straightforward to show that if the language we’re using 
has at least two constant symbols, and if R is inductive on ‘$?l, then for some 
positive elementary 47 and some tuple a of given constants, ‘21 !=Vr [R(x) w 
P1”(QP x)1. 
Note that these definitions all carry over naturally to classes of first-order 
structures. 
Some of the elementary properties established in Moschovakis [16] are: 
Closure Properties on IND. IND is closed under &, v, V and 3. IND is also 
closed under positive composition, e.g., if the formula (p(-, S; T) is positive in S, 
T, and T is replaced by an inductive relation R to get q(-, S) = q(-, S; R), then 
I,!J” is inductive. 
In general, IND is not closed under 1. If a relation and its negation are both 
inductive, we call it hyperefementury. Note that all elementary relations are 
hyperelementary. The class HYP of hyperelementary relations has all the closure 
properties that IND has, and in addition, it is closed under 1 and arbitrary 
composition (i.e. in the above Closure Properties, v need not be T-positive). 
Immerman [9] has shown that on a class of first-order structures, all inductive 
relations are hyperelementary. Most of the classical structures of analysis, like 
% = (0, +, x ), admit inductive nonhyperelementary relations (e.g., the ‘uni- 
versal’ relation) and hyperelementary nonelementary relations (e.g., the ‘satis- 
faction’ relation). (There do exist infinite ‘unreasonable’ structures all of whose 
inductive relations are hyperelementary. Details can be found in Moschovakis 
[16], Barwise (21, and McColm [14].) 
We will be doing arithmetic on the ‘stages’ of an induction. Let Q, be an 
operative positive elementary formula. The 5th stage of the induction of Q, is 
q+ - q+. Note that 
%LQ~*- q7”‘#0 iff e< 11qll”. 
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We can associate the number 12 with the nth stage, so if we want to do arithmetic 
with all the integers, we need 11~11 a CO. We call a structure proficient if it admits 
such an infinite induction. The stages for a system qo, . . . are defined 
analogously. 
Sometimes we are working on classes of finite structures, and no finite 
structures can admit infinite inductions. Instead what we do is to say: 
Definition. A class of % of first-order structures is proficient if it admits a positive 
elementary Q, such that: for any IZ E CO, there exists an 2l E 5%’ satisfying n < IIqIl”‘. 
Thus we can simulate arbitrarily large finite fragments of the integers on 72. 
This often turns out to be enough. 
Now, given Q, and x, we sometimes want to know what stage x is in. If 
2l!= q,“(x), let 1~1~ = min{E: ?I F q,(x)}; if 3 #q,“(x), we write I.$, = ~0, where 
‘a~’ is presumed to be some sort of symbolic object that behaves as if f < CC for 
all ordinals E. 
So we are given something to do arithmetic OIZ (provided we have proficiency); 
now we need something to do arithmetic with. 
Stage Comparison Theorem (Moschovakis [16]). Let cp and q be positive 
elementary in S and T respectively, and operative. Then the relations 
x<;,,Y ifs IAT < IY Iv 
and 
x== C,,Y iff V(x) & l-h s lvlw 
are least simple fixed points. 
There is an analogous result for simultaneous fixed points. 
We conclude by noting that arithmetic can be done by using the stages of an 
induction, via these stage comparison relations. We will use the following bit of 
lore. 
Fact 1.1. Let Q, be operative and positive elementary. Then for each (classically) 
u-recursive function f (on the natural numbers), there exists an operative, positive 
elementary system qO, . . . with the following properties. For any structure 2I and 
any x0, xl,. . . , x, from PI, if bole, . . . , 1.1~~1~ < o then there exists a finite N 
dependent ordy on f, Ixolrp, . . . , Ixnlq and such that: if (IqlJ” > N, then 
f(l~11~7 * . * 9 I&&) = IxoLp e GGO(~O~ . . . ,Kz). 
Therefore, if K(%) > co, there exists a G E HYP(%) such that 
f(lx&, . . * 7 kl,)l e Gh . . . 7 4 
for all x0, , . . , x, satisjjkg Jxolq,, . . . , Ixnlq < w. 
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Note that Fact 1.1 allows us to simulate recursion on u, given @I) 3 co. In 
fact, one can simulate positive elementary induction on o, i.e., on Y? = (0, +, 
X), if r@I)>O. 
2. Parametrization and a conjecture on proficiency 
In this section, we examine the ‘partial’ parametrization of McColm [14]. It 
has been known for some time that since we can simulate inductions on the stages 
of infinite recursions, we can generalize the classical Parametrization Theorem. 
The version here is a refinement of the ‘Enumeration Theorem’ in Kechris and 
Moschovakis [lo], proven in about the same way, using Fact 1.1 to do the 
necessary arithmetic. 
But first a definition. If a formula admits at most k first-order variables, free 
and bound, say that this is a k-elementary formula, defining a k-elementary 
relation. If an inductive relation can be generated from a system of positive 
k-elementary formulas, call that relation k-inductive. 
Parametrization Theorem 2.1 (McColm [14]). Fix k E o and an operative, 
positive elementary q. There exists an inductive U such that for any k-inductive 3, 
there exists N,,,, r~l E cu such that: 
For any structure 3, and any tuple e from I%\, if IIqII”> N,,, and (e(, = rq!~l, 
then 
(The y is necessary because Uk is (m + k)-ary (where qrn is m-ary), while q9 might 
not be k-ary.) 
If f is finite, then (p5 is certainly elementary. Thus if a structure admits an 
inductive nonelementary relation, it must be proficient. Let us examine evidence 
that the converse is true. 
A (Weak) Proficiency Conjecture for Positive Elementary Induction. Let ‘?I be a 
proficient, first-order structure. Then !?I admits an inductive, nonelementary 
relation. 
Over classes of finite structures, this conjecture becomes: 
Conjecture. Let 8 be a proficient class of first-order structures of a common 
language. Then % admits an inductive, nonelementary relation. 
One thing that should be noted is that since the class of elementary relations is 
closed under negation, all ‘reasonable’ (i.e., where IND #lIND) infinite 
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structures admit the above conjecture. In McColm [14], it was proven that if 
$?I = (0, -), where % is proficient and ‘-’ consisted of functions and relations 
inductive in % = (w, +, x ), then ‘% is reasonable. Therefore all such infinite 
structures satisfy the above proficiency conjecture. As luck would have it, 
Immerman [9] proved that over any class of finite first-order structures, the class 
of inductive relations is closed under negation. Thus no such simple-minded 
argument is available to prove that all sufficiently nice classes of finite first-order 
structures satisfy the proficiency conjecture. On the other hand, we can get 
partial results using parametrization techniques, as in the following. 
Theorem 2.2 (McColm [14]). Let % be a recursively enumerable class of finite 
structures such that 
Th( %) = { 8: cofinitely many $3 E Ce satisfy t3} 
is complete. Then % is proficient if and only if it admits an inductive but 
nonelementary relation. 
This is proven with a diagonalization. Another diagonalization-outlined in 
Section 3-tan be used to establish that: 
Theorem 2.3. Let % be a class of finite first-order structures such that the theory 
Th(%) is complete and has a model 
%w=(w,f, ,..., R, ,..., cl ,...) 
such that K(%,) > o and fi, . . . , RI, . . . are hyperelementary in $3 = ( w, +, x ). 
Then (e admits a nonelementary inductive relation. 
We would like to eliminate the technical hypotheses of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. 
A good test conjecture might be: if % is recursively enumerable and proficient, 
then it admits a nonelementary inductive relation. 
We should note that if R is elementary on a structure ?I (or a class %), then ‘$I 
(or Ce) admits an nonelementary inductive relation iff (‘II, R) (or (%, R)) admits a 
nonelementary inductive relation. It would be very nice to verify this for 
inductive relations R. 
Departing from enumeration-type methods, we can turn to various techniques 
from other branches of logic. For example, we can turn to stability theory, a 
branch of model theory. 
Definition. Let VI = (A, -) be a first-order structure. An n-cover of A“ is a 
collection of sets S,, . . . , S,, sAk such that Ak = IJ~+ Sj, but for all j, Ak # 
Uzl, i+j St. An n-cover of ?I is an n-cover of Ak, for some k. We say that ‘8 has 
the finite cover property (FCP) if there exists a (predicate calculus) formula 
f3(u; u) such that: for any NE o, there exists n > N and tuples ui, . . . , a, E A”’ 
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such that the sets 
~i={~:21~~(~;ai)}, i=l,.. . ,n, 
form an n-cover of Ak. 
For further discussion of the FCP, see Shelah [18]. The following does not 
appear to have much to do with stability theory-FCP’s normal environment. 
Definition. A preorder 5 is a reflexive, transitive and ‘connected’ relation, i.e., 
foralla,b,a<borb<a. Leta~~meanthatu<b&b<u;letu<bmeanthat 
u<b&u+b. 
Suppose that < was a preorder on a set A, and that for all a E A, 
[a] = {b E A: a = 6). The relation 
[u]<*[b] iff u<b 
is a linear ordering of {[a]: a E A}. Say that < is of infinite length if {[u]: a E A} is 
infinite. 
Proposition 2.5. Let ‘8 be an infinite jirst-order strrucmre with an elementary 
preorder of infinite length. Then 2I admits the FCP. 
Proof. Suppose that ‘2l admits such a preorder; let’s call it 5. Let 
1 
(V,=V,=V,&rv~<u)v 
e(u;v~,v1,u2,w3,w~)’ (v,fv,=vz&w3<u<wq)v 
(vo f v1 f v2 & I.4 -c w3), 
and 8 witnesses the satisfaction of the FCP. 0 
I would like to thank the referee for pointing out that the formulation of 8 in 
the original draft was incorrect, and for indicating the correct formulation. 
Using the stage comparison relations, we see that if ‘2l is proficient and does not 
admit the FCP, then %?l must admit an inductive, nonelementary relation. This 
may seem strange since the FCP seems to have little to do with proficiency. The 
reader is invited to verify the following examples. The more difficult ones require 
the use of Fraisse games, which will be described in Section 5. 
Example. The structure (w, 0, <) is proficient and admits the FCP. 
Example. The structure (w, 0, x~,,,), where xsucc is the graph relation of the 
successor function, is proficient but does not admit the FCP. 
Example. The structure (R, <), where R is the set of real numbers, is not 
proficient, but does admit the FCP. 
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Example. The infinite graph consisting of countably many isolated points is 
neither proficient nor does it admit the FCP. 
The situation for classes of finite structures is similar. Say that a class ‘G: of finite 
structures satisfies FCP if there exists a formula 8(u; V) such that for any N, 
infinitely many of the structures ?I E (e satisfy: there exist ai, . . . , a,, nZ-N((n 
depending on ‘%) such that {{u: ?I L e(u; ai)}: i = 1, . . . , n} is an n-cover of ?I. 
The proof for Proposition 2.5 goes through just the same, so that if % is a 
proficient class of finite structures that does not admit the FCP, then % does 
admit an inductive, nonelementary relation. 
3. An example using diagonaliiation 
We now present a result that will not be used later in this paper, but serves as 
an example of the sort of parametrization arguments that might be expected when 
dealing with the proficiency conjecture. 
In this section, we will prove that if (e is proficient, and 
Th( U) = { 0: cofinitely many ‘8 E % satisfy 2l b 0} 
is complete, and for some ‘hyperelementary’ (in 91 = (w, +, x )) structure %?&,,, 
‘11, L Th(%) and ~(‘8~) > w, then % admits an inductive yet nonelementary 
relation. This is difficult to prove using the notation of positive elementary 
induction, but is (somewhat) tolerable in Es)-recursion, as found in Kechris & 
Moschovakis [lo] and Moschovakis [17]. The necessary preliminary results 
outlined here are in the latter paper. We fix a first-order language, but instead of 
relations we have boolean-valued characteristic functions, where the boolean 
values are 0 and 1. We will use the functional E* to simulate quantification. 
We first construct the explicit terms, which represent functions (or functionals) 
of some range, either domain-valued or boolean-valued. 
Definition. Fix a first-order language, consisting of functions, characteristic 
functions for relations, and constants. We construct the explicit terms t and the 
evaluation operator ev as follows. (Notation: n is an appropriate tuple of boolean 
values, domain values, and partial functions.) 
0. If u is a domain-valued or boolean-valued variable, then u is a term. All 
constants, and the boolean values 0, 1, are terms. 
If u is a variable and x an appropriate value, let ev(v, X) = x. If c is a constant, 
0 or 1, let ev(c) = c. 
1. If f is a domain-valued function or a boolean-valued characteristic function, 
and t,, . . . , t,, are terms (of the appropriate type), then f(tl, . . . , t,,) is a term. 
For any appropriate assignment X, let ev(f(t,, . . . , t,), x) be f(ev(h, x), 
. . . , ev(t,, ~1). 
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2. If t(v) is a term where v is a variable which may or may not occur in t, then 
Au. t(v) is a term, which we can call a k-term. 
For any appropriate assignment X, let ev(Av . t(v), x) be the partial function 
ev(t(v), x)(v), with argument v. 
3. If tz is a boolean-valued term, and if tl and t,, are terms of the same range, 
then if t2 then tl else t,, is a term. 
For any appropriate assignment X, let ev(if t2 then tl else to, x) be 
if ev(t,, x) = 1 then ev(t,, x) else 
(if ev(t,, x) = 0 then ev(t,, x)). 
4. If p is a J.-term (of step 2) or a second order variable representing a 
boolean-valued function, then E*(p) is a term. 
For any appropriate assignment X, let 
1 
ev(E#(p)’ X, Z (0 
if 3~ [ev(p, X)(Y) = 11, 
if Vy [ev(p, x)(y) z 01. 
We will call a function(a1) explicit if it is definable by a term. We will often 
confuse terms with the function(al)s that they define. Note that the set of 
relations with explicit characteristic functions is the same as the set of domains of 
explicit functions. This is in fact the set of elementary relations: given an explicit 
boolean-valued term 8, the following three relations are elementary: {x: e(x) 2: 
l}, {x: O(x) = O}, and {x: e(x)f}. We will allow the nowhere-defined partial 
function 0 to be explicit: thus if Q, is an explicit (and operative) functional, and 
n E w, then #’ is explicit. 
All explicit functionals are monotonic, i.e., if f is explicit, then for any partial 
functions p, q, and any x, 
(f(x, P)J &P G 4) * 0x9 4) =f(x, P). 
This allows us to do the same sort of induction using explicit terms as we did 
using positive elementary formulas: for any ordinal 5, let 
(note that again, f <’ = 0) and for all x, 
fW-fhf’3, 
and for all C, & if 5; < & then f 5 s fE. As before, we generalize to systems of 
explicitly defined functionals. 
Definition. A partial function f is E#-recursive if there exists an operative system 
of explicit functionals fo, . . . , fn such that f = fr. On a structure ‘8, let 
Sec(‘?I)-the section of Y&-be the set of relations on ‘% with E*-recursive 
characteristic functions, and let Env(Q-the envelope of %--be the set of 
domains of Es-recursive functions. 
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When we are doing ES-recursion on some particular structure ‘8, we may call it 
VI-recursion, to remind ourselves that the ES-recursion is being done on ‘X We 
use the following bit of mathematical lore. 
Fact. Env(‘$I) is precisely the set of inductive relations of ‘II, and Sec(‘%) is 
precisely the set of hyperelementary relations of %?I. Furthermore, the explicitly 
definable relations are precisely the elementary relations. 
It is important to note that in this recursion we obtain the least fixed points, 
i.e., if fO, . . . , fn is an operative system of explicit functionals, and if pO, . . . , p,, is 
any simultaneous fixed point of this system, then f: cpi for all i. The advantage 
of this approach is that while in elementary induction, we can have 
f3(x, S) is false & S c T & 0(x, T) is true, 
in E*-recursion, we can set 0(x, p) = 0 (so that 0(x, p) is “false”) and for every 
q zp, 0(x, q) = 0 (and f3(x, q) is still “false”). 
Even though E#-recursion is a bit more complicated than positive elementary 
induction, there are two justifications for using it. First, as it is a special case in a 
collection of languages (the Fundamental Language of Recursion in Moschovakis 
[17]), proofs in E#-recursion stand a better chance of having useful generaliza- 
tions to other systems. Secondly, some proofs, like the following, are more easily 
accomplished in E#-recursion than in positive elementary induction. 
Thoerem 3.1. Let % be a collection of finite, first-order structures as follows. 
(i) Th(%)={e:e’ ji t- d 1s a rs or er sentence and for cofinitely many ‘8 E %‘, 2X k 0} 
is complete. 
(ii) There is a structure %!‘I, = (w, RI, . . . , fi, . . . , cl, . . .) such that ‘&,, k 
Th(%), K(%?&,,)> o, and RI,. . . ,fi, . . . are all hyperelementary in the structure 
%= (w, +, x). 
Then % admits an inductive yet nonelementary relation. 
Proof. By the Fact above, it suffices to show that Sec((e) contains a nonelemen- 
tary relation, i.e., a relation that is not explicitly definable. The proof is by 
contradiction: suppose that we have a class % satisfying (i) and (ii) which does not 
admit any inductive yet nonelementary relations. Then every explicit operative 
system of functionals (on %‘) has an explicit fixed point. As &, k Th(%), every 
explicit system (on VI,) will have an explicit fixed point (note that for a given 
system, on ‘21m the mandated explicit fixed point might not be the least fixed 
point). Thus it suffices to cook up a system in 3, which does not have any explicit 
fixed point. We will do the coloking with a somewhat standard diagonalization, 
with a variation: since the relations and functions of ‘& are hyperelementary, we 
can simulate 2I, on 8. Actually, we will simulate, on ‘21U, the simulation of ?I, 
on Y2, so we must keep track of which level of simulation we are in. 
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Now, we will want to simulate % on ‘21,. Choose an explicit Q, such that 
o < ]]~](““<@I,). We will use the finite stages Ix&, <w to represent the 
elements of the domain of %: if Q)- is k-ary, then )2 is represented by 
stage(n) = {x e 0.F: ]x]~ = n}. 
To restrict ourselves to finite stages, we let F(x) = I&, < o: we claim that F is 
hyperelementary on ?I,. Let 
Lim(x) =x sG_x & Vy [X <cy v 32 (y <,$z Czx)] 
‘~3y[y<~x&Vz(z~~yvn~~z)], 
and Lim(x) = “[xl,+, is a limit ordinal” (the “X$X” business is to require 
lx& < ~0): note that as I] T]I’~ < #I,), Lim is hyperelementary. Let 
W(X) 5 Lim(x) & ]x& > 0 & Vy [Lim(y)-, (lyl, = 0 v x <Gy)], 
= i{iLim(x) v IX& = 0 v 3y, 2 [Lim(y) & Lim(r) & y <G z C~x]}, 
and W(x) = I& = w. Note that if IX], = m, then there exists a y such that W(y) 
and y<Gx. As ]]q,I]>o, Lim and W and thus F(x)=3y[W(y)&x<Gy]= 
1VY ]W(Y)-+Y <CX] are hyperelementary on ‘21, by the Closure Properties. 
A bit of notation: if (21 is a structure, and S a relation on the domain of ?I, let 
(!?I, S) be the structure with all the relations, functions, and constants of 5?I, and 
s, too. 
We want ‘&, to simulate all inductions on ‘%, using stage(O), stage(l), 
stage(2), . . . for 0, 1, 2,. . as follows. Suppose that, say, S z w and 
S*(X) = F(x) & 8 k S((x],). If q(x, S) is S-positive, in the language of 8, then 
w*(x, s*) = F(x) d !J k 3(14,, S) 
is (?I,, $*)-inductive, by the Stage Comparison theorem and the Closure 
Properties. Thus ($J*)“(x) = F(x) & 8 k rj~“(]x],) is ‘&,-inductive by the Closure 
Properties. Now, if R is %-inductive, then R = q!~t on ‘3 for some positive 
elementary system &, . . . , vm, and consequently, R* defined by 
R*(xl, . . . , x,J f, @I) & . * - &f&z) A !JJ NIJ&, . . . , Ix&), 
is ‘%,-inductive. So for ‘& = (w, RI, . . . , fi, . . . , cl, . . . ), let 
R:(x~, . . .) = F(xl) & * . . & % k Rj(lx&, . . .), 
f&7 * * . ) XrJ) = t-(x,) & - - - & % F~(Ix&, . . .) = Ix&, 
CT(X) c F(X) & % k 1x1~ = Ci 
for all i. As RI, . . . , fi, . . . , and of course cl, . . . are hyperelementary in ‘%, 
R; ,..., f:,. . ., CT,. . . are hyperelementary in 8,. 
Now, by Theorem 5B.2 of Moschovakis [16], the relation (on 8) 
Sat(e, x) = “the (predicate calculus) formula Godel-coded by e is true for x on (n” 
is %-hyperelementary. Similarly, for 8 ranging over explicit terms (of ‘&,,) and 
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rO1 ranging over corresponding Godel codes, the relations 
SatV( rf31 x L) =‘??I 9 9 0 kVy [lyl = ‘p x+ 8(y) = l]“, 
Sat3( r01, x, L) = “flw k 3y [lyl, =x & 13(y) = L]” 
are %-hyperlementary (note that on 92, x < w). Thus the following is %-recursive: 
E(e, x) = if SatV(e, x, 0) then 1 
Let 
else if Sat3(e, x, 1) then 0 else 0. 
E*(e, x) = if F(e) & F(x) then E(lel,, Ix&,)“’ else 0, 
where E(. . -)” = L iff ‘31 k E(* * -) = L. Then E* is 21)ro-recursive and total. Let 
Z(e) = E*(e, e), and I is a least fixed point of some system of explicit terms: 
Z = xOp in the system x0, . . . (in $21,). As Z is total, any simultaneous fixed point 
X0,. . . of x0,. . . in %!lm ust satisfy Z = X0. 
Now, as all Es-recursive relations on % are Es-explicit on Ce, there exists 
a sequence of E’-explicit terms rO, . . . such that for all 2l E %‘, !?I b 
vx (Xi(x7 tO, . . .) = ti(X)] for each i. AS \)I, FTh( %), it follows that r,, . . . define 
a fixed point of x0, . . . on %?I, as well. Thus 21w k r0 = I, so that Z is explicit. We 
obtain our contradiction by proving that ‘2, b r,, # I. 
Now, let rr,l be the Godel code for rO, and consider the following predicate 
calculus sentence (in the language of ‘2,): 
To = Ve [le], = rr,? ---, to(e) = 0] (a % k SatV( rtol, lz:, 0)). 
(This is predicate calculus because given a fixed e, the formula “le& = e” is 
elementary.) If ‘$!I_ k T,, then working entirely in a)[,, for all e, lelv = rtol j 
r”(e) = 0, so by the definition of E, Z(e) = 17” to(e). Thus 2&,, l/ T,, and again in 
a,, for some e, lelrP = rrO1 and to(e) = 1, and again, by the definition of E, 
Z(e) = 0 # q)(e). (Note that as Z is total, so is r,,.) Either way, ‘2l, k Z # t,) after 
all, giving us our contradiction. 0 
Incidentally, for most applications to theoretical computer science, the only 
painfully restrictive hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 is the requirement that K(‘%~) > 
o: almost all everyday classes of structures can be coded with ‘32-hyperelementary 
relations, and given such a class V, if it is proficient it becomes straightforward to 
find an %-hyperelementary proficient class %’ E 55’ such that Th(%‘) is complete; 
and it is then straightforward to construct an ‘R-hyperelementary structure 2l, 
that satisfies Th(V’). The problem is making sure that K(‘&,,) > o. Unfortunately, 
this hypothesis is (in the above proof) unavoidable, because without it, F would 
not be hyperelementary and thus the simulation of % within 8, would be 
impossible. 
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4. Antiproficiency 
Perhaps the most promising attack on the conjecture uses the notion of 
‘antiproficiency’, which we define here. On a structure ‘3, for any d-ary formula 
8 in the language of 3, let 
cP(J = {{x: SY i= e(x)}, {x: %?I klf!l(X)}}. 
Recall that an elementary formula is k-elementary if at most k variables, free and 
bound, occur in it. 
Definition. A structure 2f is k-antiproficient if, for each d 6 k, there exists a finite 
partition of 1’211d into n = n(k, d) equivalence classes 
such that for each d-ary k-elementary formula 8, {C,, . . . , C,} is a (not 
necessarily proper) refinement of 9,. 
A structure is antiproficient if, for all k E o, it is k-antiproficient. 
This is actually an extant notion, albeit one as yet unnamed. Note that if ‘3 is 
k-antiproficient, then there is an elementarily definable finite partition witnessing 
Ws k-antiproficiency-and that partition is the one generated by all the partitions 
$YO, and is thus the coarsest partition witnessing 3’s k-antiproficiency. 
Note also that if a theory admits elimination of quantifiers, then all of its 
models are antiproficient. However, the converse is not true. The Kunen 
structure (from Moschovakis [16, Ex. 8.5]), which is the union of all finite 
complete graphs, is antiproficient while its theory does not admit the elimination 
of quantifiers. 
The corresponding definition of k-antiproficiency for classes of finite structures 
is: 
Definition. A class of finite structures % is k-antiprojicient if, for each d G k, 
there exists an n = n(k, d) and a set of d-ary relations C1, . . . , C,, on all ‘2X E % 
such that for each VI E %, {C?, . . . , C,“} is a partition of I%ld, and for each 
k-elementary, d-ary 8, there exists a tuple (Ye, . . . , a, E (0, l} such that for all 
‘3 E 92, and all i, 
(Note that this is equivalent to saying: on throughout %, {C,, . . . , C,} is a 
‘uniform’ refinement of 9@.) 
A class of finite structures is antiproficient if, for all k E o, it is k-antiproficient. 
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The class of all complete finite graphs is antiproficient. The class of all finite 
fields is not. The following is explicit in Blass, Gurevich and Kozen [3], implicit in 
Kolaitis [ 111, and occasionally encountered elsewhere. 
Theorem 4.1. If 2I is antiproficient, then VI is not proficient. 
Proof. Let 2l be antiproficient, let Q, be a d-ary positive k-elementary formula, 
and let it = n(k, d), as defined above. Then q”, . . . , Q? is a list of II + 1 d-ary 
k-elementary relations, and as ~1’ G v1 c . . . s cp”, for some i < n, q’ = vi+‘. But 
then vi = (pm, and I]cpJ(’ c 12 < o. Cl 
Similarly, if a class % of finite structures is antiproficient, it is not proficient. 
The major aim of this paper is to present evidence to support the following 
conjecture: 
A (Strong) Proficiency Conjecture. Let ‘21 be a first-order structure. The 
following are equivalent: 
(i) ?I is not proficient. 
(ii) All inductive relations of ‘2l are elementary in ‘8. 
(iii) ‘21 is antiproficient. 
We are also interested in the above conjecture applied to classes of first-order 
structures. We know that (iii) j (i) 3 (ii). In the previous sections, we dealt with 
the conjecture (ii) j (i). Now, let’s turn to the conjectures (i) + (iii) and, more 
importantly, (ii) + (iii). 
Let’s first look at a standard class of formulas: we generate the class Lk,, by 
induction. We start by saying that all k-elementary formulas are in L&. Then we 
add that Lk,, is closed under 3, V, 1, and also under &, v, and infinite 
disjunctions, so long as the resulting (and possibly infinite) formulas still have 
only k variables. Note that if @ is k-inductive (i.e., if @ can be generated from a 
system of k-elementary formulas), then both @ and 1Qi are Lk,-definable. Let 
L 2: = Ukco Lk,. 
Definition. Afinitary tree is a structure X = (T, >, r) such that: 
(i) The relation > is a partial order. 
(ii) The element r, called the root of X, satisfies 5E k Vx (x # c+ r > x). 
(iii) For all t E T, the structure 
({x~T:xat}, {(x,y)~T*:x>yat}) 
is a finite linear ordering. 
Call two elements x, y E T comparable if either x = y, x > y, or y > x; otherwise 
call them incomparable. Note that if x, y E l5El are incomparable in the tree E, 
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then there is no z E T such that X, y > z. In the tree S, call D E T independent if, 
for all x, y E D, if x # y, then x is incomparable to y. We will need: 
Lemma (Kbnig [12]). Zf 5X ti an infinite, finitary tree, then lE/ has an infinite 
independent subset. 
Theorem 4.2. Let ‘8 be an infinite, first-order relational structure. Then for each 
k E o, the following are equivalent: 
(i) The structure 5?I is k-antiprojicient. 
(ii) On 53, each L&, -definable relation is elementary. 
(iii) On 3, the set of all Lz, -definable relations is countable. 
Consequently, the following are equivalent: 
(i’) The structure of 8 is antiproficient. 
(ii’) On 3, each L,=“- definable relation is elementary. 
(iii’) On 8, the set of all L,=“- definable relations is countable. 
Proof. The proof is set up as (i) j (ii) + (iii) + (i). 
(i)+(ii). Assume that ‘?I is k-antiproficient. From the definitions of k- 
antiproficiency and L&,,, it suffices to prove that if 0 is a set of d-ary, k-variable 
formulas O(t,, . . . , td), then for some k-variable elementary formula Boo, 
As ‘3 is k-antiproficient, there exists Ci, . . . , C, where for each 8 E 0, there 
exist a:, . . . , a,” E (0, l} such that if x0 is the characteristic function for (the 
relation defined by) 8, then 
where Cr, . . . , C,, is the partition of I%?Ild for k-variable d-ary formulas. 
For each i, if there exists 8 E 0 such that 3 L VX (X E Ci + f-Q)), let ei be such 
a 8; otherwise, let Bi = Vx (x Zx). Then 
(ii) j (iii). There are only countably many elementary relations. 
(iii)+(i). We will prove that if ‘3 = (A, -) is not k-antiproficient, then there 
are uncountably many L&,-definable relations: suppose that ‘?I is not k- 
antiproficient. Then no finite partition of Ak sufficies to capture all the k-variable, 
k-ary elementary relations. 
Let’s call a partition 9’ of Ak k-elementary if each of $9”~ elements is 
elementarily definable within k variables. Since 8 is not k-antiproficient, each 
k-elementary partition has a proper, k-elementary refinement. Let .6P0 = {Ak} and 
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for each i, let s+i be a proper k-elementary refinement of pi. Let 9 = lJieo $, 
and (9, 9 , Ak) is an infinite, finitary tree. It follows from Konig’s lemma that ‘$I 
admits an infinite k-elementary partition 9 of (some subset of) Ak. 
Let 9= {P,, Pi, . . .}. For each i, let oi define fi so: 2l k VX [X E e t, 0,(x)]. For 
each S c w, let OS = Vies ej, and as each S generates a distinct L&-definable 
relation, there are uncountably many such relations. Cl 
This theorem can be modified to apply to classes of finite structures. 
5. An example: classes of trees 
In this section, we will show that the (strong) proficiency conjecture applies to 
finitary trees and classes of finitary trees. The results can be modified to apply to 
other sorts of structures, e.g., various classes of graphs. We will be using pebble 
games. 
We start with Fraisse-Ehrenfeucht pebble games. A Fraisse game is a finite 
game played between two players (Player I and Player II) on two relational (no 
functions) structures 71 and 93 of the same signature. The nth pair of moves 
consists of Player I placing a labelled pebble on an element in the domain of one 
of the structures and then Player II placing a pebble on an element in the domain 
of the other structure: together, in the nth pair of moves, a,, E ]!!I] and b, E 1.931 are 
pebbled. In a Fraisse game of r pairs of moves, the game ends with a,, . . . , a, E 
[%I and bI, . . . , b, E lSB[ being pebbled (repetitions are allowed). Player I wins if 
the map ui-+ bi is not a partial isomorphism from {a,, . . . , a,} in ?I onto 
{b,, . . . , b,} in 23; player II wins if it is. If Player II has a winning strategy in the 
game 3, 23, then we write ‘21 =r 23. 
We drag in the notion of quantifier depth. An atomic formula is of quantifier 
depth 0. The formulas 8 & +, 8 v $, and f3+ 3 are of quantifier depth 
max(depth(@, depth(v)). And depth(+) = depth(e). Finally, depth(V.x 0) = 
depth@ 0) = depth(o) + 1. 
Theorem (Fraisse [6], Ehrenfeucht [4]). F ix a jirst-order relational language L. 
Then: 
(i) The relation =r is an equivalence relation. 
(ii) Zf 8 is a sentence of quantifier depth Cr in L, and ‘2X and % are L-structures 
where%=,B, then ‘%kO+B!=O. 
(iii) For each r, there is a finite set of sentences 01, . . . , 8, such that for every 
L-structure ‘?I, % satisfies exactly one of the Bj, and 3 and 23 satisfy the same tIi if 
and only if ‘3 =r ‘23. 
Recall from Section 4 that a finitary tree E is a partial order with a greatest 
element such that for any t E SE, SE, = ({x: x 3 t}, 3) is a finite linear order. The 
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rank of any t is card(lX,l) - 1, and the rank of X is sup{rank(t): t E Ial}. Say that 
a class % of trees is of unbounded rank if sup{rank(Q: 5X E %‘} is infinite. 
We also want a distance function on trees. If s > t, write dist(s, t) = rank(t) - 
rank(s). If s and t are incomparable, let lub(s, t) be the least upper bound of s 
and t (and on trees, such a unique least upper bound exists), and set 
dist(s, t) = rank(s) + rank(t) - 2 rank(lub(s, t)). 
Theorem 5.1. Zf V is a class of finitary trees of unbounded rank, then % admits an 
inductive, nonelementary relation. 
Proof. Let 
Eq(xr, ~2, YI, ~2) = disth ~2) = Wyl, y2) 
and Eq is an inductive query on %‘. We claim that Eq is not elementary on %‘. 
Towards contradiction, suppose that 
5lZ E %’ + 5X ~VX (Eq(x) f, O(X)) 
for some r-variable elementary formula 8, where depth(O) < r. By the Fraisse- 
Ehrenfeucht Theorem (iii), there are o = o,+i 3-ary elementary relations of 
quantifier depth r + 1. Fix a where rank(X) > 4a + 2’+2. Let > be the order 
on -. 57 
Let r be the root of ZlZ, and let rank(y) > 40 + 2r+2. There must exist s, t such 
that 
dist(r, s) < dist(r, t) c 20, 
r > s > t > y, and (K, r, s, y) =r+l (X, r, t, y). Choose x such that 
dist(r, s) = dist(x, y) 
and t>x>y. 
Since dist(s, x), dist(t, x) > 2’+l, an easy pebble game establishes 
(% r, s, x, Y) =r (% rr t, x, Y), 
so as Eq is of depth r, we would get 5X k Eq(r, t, x, y), which gives us our 
contradiction. 0 
And if 5X is a single finitary tree of infinite rank, then it admits a nonelementary 
inductive relation. Before we go on, we should note that this proof can be 
modified for graphs. 
Theorem 5.1’. Let % be a class of graphs such that 
sup{dist”(x, y) 1 there is a path from x to y in @} = 00. 
Then % admits a nonelementary yet inductive relation. 
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We want to show that if % is a class of finitary trees of bounded rank, then %’ is 
not proficient: % satisfies the weak proficiency conjecture of Section 2. It suffices 
to prove that % satisfies the strong conjecture. To satisfy the strong conjecture of 
Section 4, we need to show in addition (or rather, in consequence) that Ce is 
antiproficient. We will use another pebble game. Barwise [2] and Immerman [S] 
developed the game that we will use. An infinitary pebble game of r moves and 
memory k is again played between Players I and II, with Player II still trying to 
show indistinguishibility. In the game ?I versus 8, the game starts with 2k 
labelled pebbles being placed on a,, . . . , uk E I%J and b,, . . . , bk E 131 
(repetitions allowed) in a Fraisse game. If Player I wins, the game is over. If not: 
A match consists of r pairs of moves, r moves by each player, where each move 
consists of pebbling an element from a structure as in Fraisse pebble games. At 
the beginning of each match, k elements from each structure (actually Sk as 
there may be repetitions) have been pebbled. At the end of each match, 
4, . . . 3 ak+, E !‘%I and bI, . . . , bk+r E 1B1 have been pebbled. If the map Ui~ bi 
is not a partial isomorphism from {al, . . . , ak+r} in 3 onto {b,, . . . , bk+r} in 93, 
then player I wins. If that map is a partial isomorphism, then all but the last k 
pairs of pebbles are removed, and another match is held. Player II wins if Player I 
never wins. If Player II has a winning strategy, we write ?I =r,k (23. 
Theorem (Barwise [2], Immerman [S]). The relation “r,k’ is un equivalence 
relation. Let cp be an L’,, sentence in the language of 91 and 58. If ?I Go,, ‘23 then 
a~Q2+%3~~. 
For the next proof, let a maximal proper subtree of a tree E be any tree 
5E”={se]El:t~~}, wheretisofrankOin%. 
Theorem 5.2. If V is a class offinitury trees where, for some N, all the trees are of 
rank <N, then % is antiproficient. 
Sketch of Proof. It is trivially true if the only tree in %’ is an isolated point. Given 
that the theorem is true if the (ranks of the trees in the) class % is bounded by N, 
we prove that it is true if the class 5%’ is bounded by N + 1. 
Suppose that for all trees of rank cN we already have (finitely many) formulas 
like p,,,(x) = “x is in a position of type n in a maximal proper subtree of type 
m”, where VI L p,,,(x) and % k p,,,(y) implies (VI, X) -r,r (58, y). Suppose that 
we also have (finitely many) formulas of the form ‘G,,k = “there exist at least k 
maximal proper subtrees of type m”. 
Now, any tree of rank N + 1 consists of a root and below it, maximal proper 
subtrees of rank <N. There is only one sort of tree of rank 0. Now, suppose that 
there are MN types of trees of rank sN, where any two trees of the same type are 
E T,T -equivalent. Then there are 
M N+l < [(MN + l)(r + 1)l”“” 
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such types of trees of rank SN + 1. In a straightforward way, we can define 
(finitely many) formulas p,,,, and r,,k for trees of rank iV + 1. 
More easily, as the ranks are bounded, there are finitely many formulas 
(u,,,(x, y) = “the least upper bound of x and y is distance it above x and distance 
m above y”. 
Thus, given a tree of rank N + 1, and given x1, . . . , xk, we can determine 
W,, . . . , xk) for all k-elementary 8 simply by checking P,,~(&) for all IZ, m and 
all i, cm,, (xi, Xi) for all 12, m and all i, i, and r,,,& for all m, k. Thus any class of 
trees of rank GV + 1 is antiproficient. 0 
Similarly, if VI is an infinite, finitary tree, then ‘21 is antiproficient. 
Just as with Theorem 5.1. we can modify the proof to get results with graphs. 
Theorem 5.2’. Zf % is a nonproficient 
degree ~2, then % is antiproficient. 
6. Miscellany and concluding remarks 
class of acyclic graphs, or of graphs of 
Is it possible to strengthen the Proficiency Conjecture? In this section, we look 
at two unsuccessful routes, which may be negative evidence of a sort. 
The first route is a bit algebraic. 
Definition. A pair of sets A, B are automorphically indistinguishable in a 
structure %!l if there exists a bijection n: A+ B such that the function 
{ 
n(x), XEA, 
JC*(X) = n-‘(x), x E B, 
x, x E jt?Il- (A U B) 
is an automorphism on ?I. Let [A] be the set of all sets automorphically 
indistinguishible from A. 
Now, L, is the language obtained by adjoining to the formula-construction 
rules of the predicate calculcus: if 0 is a set of d-ary formulas (with the same d 
free variables), then add the d-ary formula 
Notice that there is no restriction on the number of bound variables in the 
formulas. 
Thus, if n witnesses the automorphic indistinguishibility of two sets in some 
structure, then in that structure, for every L,, formula 8 and every tuple 
Xl, . . . 9 Xd, fqx,, . . . > Xd) - fqJ+,), . . . , J-&f)). 
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Proposition 6.1. Suppose that there exist finite A,, . . . , A, E I%1 such that 
lt?ll = [A,] U . . . U [An]. 
Then every L,,-deJinable relation of 5X is elementary. 
Thus, on the w-clique (the countably infinite graph satisfying Vx, y [x = y v 
R(x, y)]), all L,,-definable relations are elementary. 
Definition. A structure !?I is w-antiproficient if, for each d E o, there exists a 
finite partition of I5?lld = C, U * . . U C, such that every d-ary elementary relation 
can be defined from C,, . . . , C, using boolean operations. 
The following variation of Theorem 4.2 is proven in the same way.. 
Theorem 6.2. For any jirst-order structure ‘II, the following are equivalent: 
(i) The structure ‘3 is o-antiproficient. 
(ii) All L,,-definable relations of %?I are elementary on ‘3. 
(iii) There are countably many L,,-definable relations on 3. 
Since the Kunen structure (the infinite graph consisting of all finite complete 
graphs) is antiproficient but not o-antiproficient, it is possible for all the 
LZZ-definable relations to collapse into the elementary relations without that 
happening to the L-,-definable relations. Furthermore, it is possible to have a 
structure on which every L,,-definable relation is elementary, yet which does not 
decompose into finitely many indistinguishibility classes of finite sets. 
Proposition 6.3. The countable atomless boolean algebra is w-antiproficient, but it 
is not the union of finitely many indistinguishibility classes of finite sets. 
Proof. Let 5!3 be the countable atomless boolean algebra. 
First of all, since the theory of countable, atomless boolean algebras admits the 
elimination of quantifiers, % is o-antiproficient. 
Second, we claim that 93 is not the union of finitely many indistinguishibility 
classes of finite sets. Towards contradiction, suppose it was. Then at least one of 
those classes would be infinite, i.e., it would have at least two finite indistin- 
guishible sets A, B, where A, B $ (0, l}. But then, there exist a EA - (0, 1) and 
b E B - (0, l}, a f b, such that for some automorphism JC, n(a) = b, n(b) = a, 
and K is the identity on the cofinite set 1931 - (A U I?). As !I3 is atomless, there 
exist infinitely many c < (a - b), or infinitely many c < (b - a). Since JC is an 
automorphism, n(c) # c for all these infinitely many c, which contradicts the fact 
that JC(C) = c for all but finitely many c. Cl 
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So much for the first route. The second concerns classes of finite structures, 
again in positive elementary induction. We now turn to 0-ary relations (like graph 
connectivity). We cannot restrict ourselves to 0-ary relations on classes of 
structures as there exist proficient classes of finite structures on which all 
inductive boolean queries (i.e., 0-ary relations) are elementarily definable. To 
prove this we take a short excursion into Ramsey theory. For any set X, let P(X) 
be the power set of X. If ~2 G P(o), call d closed under finite changes if, 
whenever S, T E o and the symmetric differences S @ T is finite, then S E ~4 + 
T E J& Furthermore, if H c o, let A r H = {S f~ H: S E a}. 
The following is a variant of some mathematical lore. 
Theorem 6.4. Let ~4 be nonempty and closed under finite changes and 
complements, and let & G 93 G 9(o), where 53 - & is countable. Then for some 
infinite H G o, s4 r H = 52 r H. 
Proof. Let 33 - & = {S,, S,, . . . }, where we set xk to be Sk’s characteristic 
function, and let S,, E .& If 5, is infinite, let Co = S,, otherwise, let Co = o - 5,. 
Either way, Co E ~4. Let H, = 0. 
The proof uses the following induction. We are given an infinite C, E C, 
(where C,, c S, or C, II S, = 0 for all k 6 n) and a finite H, = {a,, u2, . . . , a,}. 
For i = 0 and 1, let 
F;+1 = {a E C,: ~,+~(a) = i) -H,, 
and either FE,, or Ft,, is infinite. If FE+1 is infinite, let C,,, = Fz+l; otherwise, 
let C,,, = Ft+I. Either way, Cn+l is an infinite subset of C, where either 
Cn+, c S,,, or C,,, tl S,,, = 0. Choose a,,, E C,,, and set H,,, = H,, U {a,+r}. 
As H,+iUC,+1- c Co E &, and as & is closed under finite changes and com- 
plementation, there exists a T,,, E & such that T,,, @ Co is finite and 
[T,+, n (H,+i U G+Jl = [%+I nW,+I u Cn+,)l. 
Note also that card(ti,+,) = n + 1. 
Let H = U,,,, H,, and since card(H,) = n for all n, H is infinite. Also, as 
H c H, U C, for all It, for each Si E !8, there exists a z E ~4 such that 
(~l-lH)=(SJlH). 0 
This can be generalized up to a generalization of the Infinite Ramsey Theorem 
(McColm [15]) and maybe beyond. For our purposes here, we should note that: 
Corollary 6.5. Let 93 be a countably infinite class of structures of a common 
language. There exists a countably infinite class ti G 93 such that for every 0-ary 
inductive relation @, there exists a predicate calculus sentence cp such that for all 
2xEE, 
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This is true even when AZ itself would have to be proficient, e.g., if 93 is the 
infinite class of finite linear orders. 
One corollary of Theorem 6.4 which we can’t resist: there exists an infinite class 
of binary strings on which P = NP. In fact, there exists an infinite class of binary 
strings on which P = EXPTIME. This does not conflict with the theorem of 
Hartmanis and Stearns [7]. We leave the proof and implications to the reader. 
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